Newsletter
June 2017
Dear parents and children,
To quote a verse from the brilliant children’s author Doctor Seuss:
This year is done,
This year has been fun,
Let’s ensure we have another one!

Important Dates and Events
30 August
Saturday 16
September
October 16-20

First day of Term 1
Open Day party
(hosted by BAMBI)
Half Term Holiday

What first became a dream several years ago is now nearly one
year old. It has been a roller coaster year setting up our little school
here in Ekamai and we have relied on the kindness and hard work
of many over the last 12 months. The main goal was to turn a
neglected, sad, old house and ramshackle garden into a place
where children feel safe, happy, able to express themselves and
thrive.
I thank you all very much being a part of our Bright Skies community
this academic year. For those of you moving on to new adventures
beyond Bright Skies, we wish you every success. For those of you
who are staying on with us for the upcoming 2017-2018 academic
year I thank you and wish you a relaxing and very happy summer
holiday!

Updates
If your child is aged between 3- 6
years then we would love to see them
at our upcoming summer camp
between 7-25 August! Please let us
know as soon as you can if you would
like to enroll your child.

Kind regards,
Mrs Shayne
School Director

Kids Corner
Can you remember what Mr Darren’s
favourite food was for lunch?

Nursery and Kindergarten Class
Hello Nursery and Kindergarten parents,
The end of the school year is here and I am so proud of everyone! Everyone has grown
in their own special ways this year. Students have learned to play together, follow
direction and schedule, and expand their thinking. The final topic this term has focused
on jobs and professions. We have delved into the possibilities that are held in your child’s
future, from being doctors to scientists to architects! This theme in particular has evoked
students’ passions and voices as we asked questions like, “What do you want to be
when you grow up?”
Through imaginative role play we continued to expand students’ vocabulary and
mathematics skills. We’ve built 10 storey Lego towers; we’ve played at pretending to
record and chart our “Blood pressure”; we’ve had individual tasks assigned to collectively
run a restaurant. All of these activities were designed to incorporate mathematics,
science, language and pre-writing skills and role play that will develop a child’s sense of
pride, general understanding of the world and sense of responsibility. Ask your children
about their favorite jobs!
As the term closes I will also be saying farewell to Bright Skies as I return to the United
States. I would like to extend a thank you to all parents for being supportive of your
children in their early years. I have enjoyed watching their personalities bloom and have
grown to appreciate every second with them. I will miss their faces and wish everyone
the best futures as they keep getting older. Have a wonderful holiday!

Sincerely,
Mr. Darren Reed Bell

Ni hao!

Mandarin Class

I’m so glad to see our students steadily progressing in Mandarin class. Mei Mei and our students
had so much fun on Sports Day earlier this month. In the classroom, this month’s theme of study
has been Jobs and professions-what do people do? We learnt a lot of vocabulary related to
several interesting jobs and professions this month.
Our students enjoyed pretending to be doctors, dentists, scientists, chefs, architects and beauty
salon owners! We also invited a parent as a special guest to show us what a real doctor’s duties
are. We learnt useful information on what we should do when we cough!
As chefs we made our own chopsticks and fed a toy panda in our Chinese restaurant with the
chopsticks. As scientists we went out and about exploring Bright Skies with some toy magnifying
glasses we made ourselves and we conducted magnetic and float and sink experiments in class.
As architects we helped the Three Little Pigs to build their houses! This topic has been enjoyed
by all for its diversity. The most popular profession in class has probably been that of The Chef,
as everyone loves cooking in our classroom toy kitchen! Happy a nice summer everyone!
Regards,
Zhou lao shi

Thai Class
Sawatdee ka
Thai lessons have been enjoyable and busy this month as we have echoed the topics of study
undertaken in the English part of the school day. We have reinforced our colour and counting
knowledge by creating apartment buildings in Lego, in paper and in our minds. We have assembled
wooden aeroplanes as we learnt what it is like to be a pilot. We have practised setting a table for a
meal with real cutlery, plates and cups and we have listened and absorbed many new words, thus
enlarging our Thai vocabulary and understanding.
Geng maak
Kru Natcha

